Aquarius™ Glitter Binder is a clear base suitable for printing glitter particles. It produces soft hand, bright prints and can be used with up to 15% glitter particles.

HIGHLIGHTS

- Excellent wash durability
- Produces bright glitter prints
- Bright colors

PRINTING TIPS

- Use up to 15% Glitter particles dependent upon glitter particle size
- Use 60-86T/in (20-34T/cm) mesh dependent upon glitter particle size
- Print with 1/16” or 2mm off contact.
- Print two strokes to ensure the mesh is clear and you have a good ink deposit.
- Print glitter in last position or flash after each glitter print
- Clean the stencil area when stopped to prevent screen blockages
- Prints should be cured at 330°F/165°C for 90 seconds. Check the cure temp at the ink surface.
- Test all prints for color fastness and print durability before starting the production run.

COMPLIANCE

- Water based, non PVC, non phthalate
- Visit ZodiacInks/Aquarius for more information

PRECAUTIONS

- The information above is given in good faith and does not release you from testing inks and fabrics to confirm suitability of substrate and application process to meet your customer standards and specifications